Shallow water channel estimation with energy efficient transmitted signal design.
This paper proposes channel estimation using energy efficient transmission of signal dictionaries for shallow water acoustic communications. Specifically, the multi-columned structure of the channel delay spread is exploited to design partially sampled dictionary in a two-dimensional (2-D) frequency representation of the channel. The key contribution of this work is to achieve considerable energy saving in the transmission of complex exponential signals, designed specifically for real-time shallow water channel estimation at the receiver. This is accomplished by harnessing 2-D frequency localization with compressive transmission and modified-compressive sensing with prior information to exploit the sparse structure of the rapidly fluctuating shallow water acoustic channel in real time. The proposed technique reduces demands on transmitted signal energy by harnessing the reconstruction ability of sparse sensing while retaining key non-sparse channel elements that represent important multipath phenomena. Numerical evidence based on experimental channel estimates demonstrates the efficacy of the proposed work.